
Why You Need a Robust Knowledge Supply Chain

Healthcare Knowledge Supply Chain
Deliver comprehensive care anytime, anywhere

Health data serves many purposes. And as today’s healthcare ecosystem grows in depth and 

breadth, that data must reach more providers in more places than ever before. Only by 

establishing a far-reaching healthcare knowledge supply chain can stakeholders leverage 

data and deliver comprehensive care anytime, anywhere. 

Without a robust knowledge supply chain, the application of telehealth and home healthcare 

will never reach its full potential, and instead will only further fragment care delivery. When 

clinicians spend more time clicking their EHRs than talking to patients, satisfaction for both 

reaches record lows. When relevant data about social determinants of health is missing from 

a provider’s view, whole-person care is impossible. And when outcomes data is hard to 

come by, population health initiatives fail to deliver a return on investment.

How to Build Your Knowledge Supply Chain

Begin building a real-time, relevant knowledge supply chain with Holon Solutions. Precision 

information delivery will surface the data you need from multiple sources so you can 

improve health at the population level and the individual patient level without clinician 

burnout. Schedule a demo to see how Holon can work for you!
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Links in the Knowledge Supply Chain

Data surfaced in real time for 
end-user, regardless of setting.

Challenge 1: Must occur 
effortlessly and automatically 
within existing workflows.
Challenge 2: Resulting intelligence 
must be relevant without causing 
“alert fatigue” for end-user.

DATA PRESENTATION

DATA ANALYSIS AND
CURATION

Sensor technology, machine 
learning, and other sophisticated 
processes turn information into 
actionable intelligence.

Challenge 1: Must be precisely 
personalized for each patient.
Challenge 2: Must be accurately 
predictive to find care gaps.

Data is collected in an EHR, 
pharmacy, telehealth, care 
management tool, patient app, 
or other third party database.

Challenge 1: Must integrate with 
existing data in real time.
Challenge 2: Hard to capture 
nonstandard or unstructured 
material, such as physician notes.

DATA GENERATION

DATA EXCHANGE 
AND AGGREGATION

Data moves from one system to 
another and joins in aggregate 
to form knowledge set.

Challenge 1: Must prevent useful 
data from getting lost in a silo.
Challenge 2: Proprietary systems 
and information blocking tactics 
can break the chain.
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SCHEDULE A DEMO
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